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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is shown that the differential equation 
u’(t) + w(t) +%qr)u(r)=f(r), for a.e. f E 10, r[, 
Lqf)E.zl(f)U(f), w(t) E wf)u(r), for a.e. t E 10, r[, and u(0) = uC, 
has a solution (u, u, w). The operators &s(l) and a(t) are maximal 
monotone from a real Hilbert space V to its dual such that &(r) + 9?(r) are 
V-coercive and a(r) are not degenerate. A linear compact injection i 
embeds V to a real Banach space W and each d(r) is the strongly 
monotone subdifferential of a continuous convex function #(I, ) on W. 
The function f is square integrable. The functions W(r): V+ W* are 
Lipschitzian as V*-valued functions. 
Section 3 contains the theorems. The main result is Theorem 2. 
Theorems 3 and 4 demonstrate the smoothing effect on the initial condi- 
tion. Their proofs are given in Section 4. They exploit the methods of 
di Benedetto and Showalter, [4], who studied this equation in the case 
where .d and a do not depend on time and V - 0, but .d can be degenerate. 
Grange and Mignot studied a similar autonomous equation without V [7]. 
Saguez introduced the operator W [ 111, exploiting their methods, by which 
he later proved together with Bermudez and Durany the solvability if 9J 
does not depend on time [ 131. In Section 6 there is an example. More 
examples, in the time independent case, as remarks and counterexamples 
on the uniqueness of the solution, can be found in [4]. 
* This research is supported by the Academy of Finland. 
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2. SOME NOTATIONS AND RESULTS 
For additional information the reader may consult the books of Brezis 
[S], Ekeland and Temam [6], Barbu and Precupanu [3], Lions [8], and 
Yosida [ 121. All the spaces we treat are real; by X, we mean any Banach 
space, by X* its dual, by H any Hilbert space, by ( ., .)” the inner product 
of the space H, by 11 .[I r the norm of the space Y, by R(f) the range of the 
function f, and by (a, h), where u E A and b E B, an element of the Cartesian 
product A x B. If x E X and x* E X*, we denote the dual pair (x, x* )x = 
x*(x). An operator (i.e., a subset) A c Xx X* is monotone in X if 
(x1 -x23 Yl -Y,).~O, foreach (x,, Y,), (x2, y2)~A. 
The operator A is maximal monotone in X if it is not a subset of any other 
monotone operator in X. 
LEMMA 1 [S, p. 223. Let A c Xx X* be a maximal monotone operator 
in X. if the sequence ((x,, y,)) satisfies (x,, y,,)~ A, for each n, x, -+x 
weakly in X, y, + y star weakly in X* and lim inf,, %(x,,, Y,,)~, then 
(xv Y)EA. 
Let A c H x H be maximal monotone in H and ,I > 0. The contraction 
JI = (I+ ).A) -’ is the resofvent of A. The function A, = (l/i)(l- J1) is the 
Yosidu approximation of A. For each x E D(A), the domain of A, Aox is the 
element of Ax which has the minimal norm. A0 is the minimal section of A. 
Let V be a locally convex vector space and f: V + [ -co, co]. Then 
f*: ~*-[-~,oo],f*(u)=~up~~~((~,~)~-f(~i))iscalledtheconjugate 
function ofS, and it is lower semicontinuous and convex. The set 
is called the subdifferential off at u and its elements are subgradients off 
at u. The set df= { ( a, u*) E Vx V* 1 u* E df (u)} is the subdifSerenrial off: 
LEMMA 2 [6, p. 211. Let f: V + [ - oc, 00 J be with conjugate f *. Then 
u*Edf(U)of(U)+f*(U*)= (u, u*>&/. 
LEMMA 3 [6, pp. 86, 91-921. Let X he rejlexiue andf: X+ ]-CC, oc] 
a proper convex lower semicontinuous function. Then (8f )- ’ = df * and 
f=f**. 
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Let T> 0, p E [ 1, oc]. We exploit the standard spaces C(0, T: X). 
C,“(O, T; A’) and LP(O, T; A’) with the clarifications 
wk.P(O, T; X) = {f~ LP(O, T; X) 1 the distributional derivatives 
f ‘, f”. . . . . flk ’ E Lp(O, T; X) j, 
@‘.p(O, T; X) = 
{ 
f: [0, T] -+ XI for some g E Lp(O, T: X), 
f(r) =f (0) + ji g(s) ds, for each t E [O. T]}, 
H’(0, T; X) = hf”~‘(O, T; X). 
LEMMA 4 [S, pp. 143, 1451. Let X be reflexive, p E [ 1, ZJ ] ond 
fe Lp(O, T; X). Then f E &“-p(O, T; X), [f and only [f’ there is go LP(0, T) 
such that 
Ilf(~)-f(.s)ll~~~‘g(~)d~. for each .r, r E [0, T], s < f. 
J 
LEMMA 5 [S, p. 1543. Let f E Lp(O, T; X), p E [ 1, 3c [. The .following are 
equivalent : 
(I) Therei.~f,~~‘~P(O,T;X)~uchthar~f,(f)=f(r),~~~ra.e./~]0, T[. 
(2) There is g E Lp(O, T; X) such rhar 
-g(t) ip dt=O. 
(3) There is .I;E W’.p(O, r X) such rhar fi(r) =,f(r), for a.e. 
t E [0, T]. 
Moreover, the strong derivative off I , f ‘, (1) = g( 1) = f >( t ), the distributional 
derivative of fi , for a.e. t E 10, T[. 
LEMMA 6 (Cf. [S, p.731). LA 4: [0, T]x X-+ C-x, x], T>O, 
-YE H’(0, T, X) and y  E L*(O, T; X*) satisfy, for a.e. t E [0, T]: 
( 1) #(I, . ): X + [ - x, x] is a lower semicontinous proper c0nve.r 
function; 
(2) (4th v(t)) E 4Hc .); 
(3) rhe fiinctions $( ., z): [0, T] + R are differenriable, .fi>r each 
z E R(x); 
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(4) 4.9 x(.))EL’(O, T); and 
(5) lf$,(l, z)l <g(z), .for each ZE R(x), where g(x( .))E L’(0, T). 
Then q6( ., x( )) E W’.‘(O, c R) and 
%#(I, x(r))=d,(h x(t))+ (x'(r), ~(r)>~, f0ra.e. t E 10, T]. 
Proof: By the definition for the subdifferential and by (l)-(4) we obtain 
that 
5 
r+h 
d,(s, x(l)) ds + (x(1+ h) --x(t), y(t + h)), 
I 
I 
r+h 
2 d,(S,-4~+h))ds+ (x(f+h)--4th y(r)>x, , 
for a.e. t, t + h E 10, T[. Thus 
h (42 + h x(t + h)) - 41, x(t))) - (x’(t), Ar)>x- d,(c x(t)) dt 
+ 5 h7 I~,(r,x(t))-I,(f-h,x(t-h))l dt 
+IT-hl$l’+hm,(.~,x(l))dSmi(~,x(~~)ldt 
0 I 
+qoy;< ( x t + h) -x(t), y(t)> - (x’(t), v(t)) dr 
+ i (x(t+h)-x(t), y(f+h)-y(r)) dt 
=:I, + z, + I, + z, + I,. 
By [ 10, p. 1683, the Lebesgue-Fatou Lemma and by (5), lim sup, _ o+*l, < 0 
and lim sup h-O+ 13=o. Since +,(‘,x(‘))EL’(O, T), limsup,,,o+ I,=O; 
lim sup,, +o+ I, = 0, by Lemma 5 and by x E H’(0, r; A’), By Lemma 5, 
lim ,, -.O+ 1, < 0, since XE H’(0, T; X). Thus by (4) and by Lemma 5, the 
result follows. 
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3. THE THEOREMS 
Let us make the following hypothesis. We are given numbers 
a, M, TE 10, x [, g E C(R) increasing, W a real reflexive Banach space, V 
a real Hilbert space, and i: V + W a linear compact injection such that iV 
is dense in W. The function 4: [0, T] x W -+ R satisfies: 
(A.1 ) For each t E [0, T], &r, .) is continuous and convex. 
(A.2) The function #( ., X) is differentiable, [b,(r, +r)l 6 M( I + ll.xl)$.), 
and 14,(1, .v-#,(f, ?)I <g(llzllw+ IIylIw) lIy-=IIw, for each XE W, y, ZE V 
and for a.e. I E [0, T]. 
(A.3) 11~-11,+.. <g( II.x(I ,+,) whenever (x. 4’) E a$((, .)i, for each t E [0, T]. 
Define d(f) = i*C;&t, .)i, for each r E [0, T], and define 
.d = {(x, J)E L’(0, r; V) x L’(O, T; V*)I (x(r), y(r))~.w’(f), 
for a.e. f E 10, T[ }. 
(A.4) If K E H’(0, T; V), y E H’(0, T; V*) and ?: E ..G?x, then 
(x’(r), ~‘(f))~> -M(1 + Ilx’(f)ll v Ilx(r)ll ,,). for a.e. IE 10, T[. 
The family of operators {S?(t) c Vx V* I f E [0, T] } satisfies: 
(B.l) &9( 1) is maximal monotone in V such that II yll ,,. < M( 1 + IIxI! V), 
for each (s, J)ESJ(() and for a.e. t E 10, T[. 
(B.2) For each z>O and ZE V*, the function r-+(.@+rS9(r))-‘z is 
measurable (9 is the Riesz map I’-+ I’*). 
The function %: [0, T] x I’-+ V* satisfies: 
(C. 1) For each z E V, the function t + %?(I)= is measurable. 
(C.2) For each x, ):, ;E V and for a.e. t E 10, T[, %(r)O=O and 
I(-u,~(f),‘-~(r)z),,I~M Il.ullwIIy-zII,~. 
(C.3) If x,,xEL’(O,T;V), IIx,II~z~~~.~.:,,)~M, for each HEN, and 
-u,(t) + x(f) in W uniformly on [0, T], as n -+ 3cj, then there is a 
subsequence of (%7x,,) which converges weakly to VX in L2(0, T; V*) 
(we denote %x(r)=%?(f)x(f)). 
THEOREM 1. If these hypotheses are valid, then, for eachfE L’(O, T; V*) 
and (u,,, 6”) E d(O), there exist u E H’(0, T; V), L’E H’(0, T, V*) and 
WE L’(0, T; V*) such that 
.Ytu’(f)+d(f)+W(f)+%yf)U(f)=3(f), for ae. f E 10, T[, ( la) 
4OE ~(040, W(f)E9?U(f), for a.e. I E 10, T[, (lb) 
*Lieu(O) + o(0) = iad, + i&j. (2) 
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THEOREM 2. Assume the conditions of Theorem 1 and, in addition: 
(AS) If (x,, Y,), (x2, y2)E.d(t) and tEC0, Tl, then (x,--x2, 
yI -y2),2a llx, -x,llL. 
(A.6) There is pi [1,2[ such that I#,(t,x)l <M(l + llxlj&), for a.e. 
t E 10, T[ and for each x E W. 
(A.7) For a.e. t E 10, T[, llyll we < M(1 + llxllW), for each (x, y)~ 
2&t, .)i. 
(8.3) For a.e. tE]O, T[ and each (x, y)EW(t), (x, ~),,+a llxll$~ 
a Ilxllt- hf. 
(C.4) The uniform convergence in (C.3) is replaced by a.e.-con- 
vergence. 
Then, for eachfc L2(0, T; V*) and o’,, E R(&(O)), there exist u E L*(O, T; V), 
w  E L*(O, T; V*) and v E H’(0, T; V*) such that 
v’(t)+w(t)+V(t)u(t)=f(t), fora.e. tE]O, T[, Pa) 
v(t) E Jqt)u(t), w(t)EW(t)u(t), fora.e. tE]O, T[, (3b) 
v(0) = co. (4) 
Remark 1. If (A.l), (A.2), and (AS) are valid and if d,( t, . ) is concave 
and I#,(& ~)-4,(~z)lGWl +Il~ll~+ll4l~) lly-zll,, for each y,z~ W, 
and for a.e. t E [0, T], then (A.4) is valid. 
Let Q c R” be a bounded-ope_n set. If V= H’(Q), W= L’(Q), &t, x) = 
4 ll.dlzw9 (y,Af(t)x),=fnVy.Vxdx+J‘,,y$, and U(t)=O, then the 
problem (3k(4) is the usual heat equation with the boundary condition 
-au/i% = rl/ on aQ. It is known to have a solution u E f,‘(O, T; H’(Q)) even 
if ~(0, .)E L’(Q) is not in H’(Q). This motivates the following two 
theorems. H. Brtzis proved in his dissertation this kind of smoothing 
property for nonlinear semigroups. 
THEOREM 3. Assume the conditions of Theorem 2. Ifftz L*(c), r; If*) 
and 6,~ V* is the weak limit of a sequence (v”) of points of (d(O)) 
such that lim n _ m 4*(0, v”) = #*(O, &), then there exist UE L’(O, T; V), 
W’E L’(O, T; V*), and DE H’(0, T; V*) which satisfy Eqs. (3), (4). 
THEOREM 4. Assume the conditions of Theorem 2 and, in addition: 
(v.1) R(.d(O)) is convex and 6, is in the weak closure of @(O, .)iV in 
W*, or 
(v.2) 17~ belongs to the closure of a&O, .)iV in W*. 
Then for each 3~ L’(O, r V*) there exist u E L’(0, T; V), w  E L’(O, T; V*), 
and VE H’(0, T; V*) which satisfy Eqs. (3), (4). 
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For the heat equation a&O, .) = F (the duality mapping in IV), 
R(d&O, .))= W* and o(@(O, .))= W. If u,~f.‘(Q), then there is 
u,,eH’(Q) such that u,,+u” in L’(Q). Set CC’= 2&O, .)uo and 
t’” = Z&O, .)iu,,. Then 11~” - &,(I MT* = ‘1 F(u,, - uo)II CI.. = IIu,, - uOll ,,, + 0, as 
n+,x. 
4. THE PROOFS 
We identify V and I’* by the Riesz map .“R: I’+ V*. We denote 
A(r)=W-‘d(r), A=K-ld, B(r)=9 ‘:%(I), C(f)=X%(I), C=.% ‘V, 
f=2 -3 and u,=K’6,. By M,, in N, we mean positive constants which 
are independent of parameters called A, k, or n, and we drop the subscripts 
on M. When we mean some subsequence of the sequence (z,,) we write (z,,) 
for short. 
LEMMA 0.1. If 7 E H’(0, T; V) and (y, :) E A, then d*(., z(.)) E 
W’.‘(O, T) and 
for ax. t E 10, T[. 
in V and LEMMA 0.2. For each t E [0, T], A(t) is a maximal monotone 
D(A(t))=D(B(r))= V. 
(f)) ‘z(r) LEMMA 0.3. If ZE H’(0, T; V) and r >O, [hen r + (I+ aA 
belongs to H ‘(0, T; V). 
LEMMA 0.4. For each 1. > 0, the operators 
B= {(u, u)eL’(O, T; V)‘I (u(t), L’(I))E B(t). 
for a.e. t E 10, T[ } 
B;={(u,u)EL~(O, r; V)‘I(u(r),a(r))~B(r);, 
.for a.e. t E 10, T[ } 
are maximal monotone in L’(O, T; V) which is equal to D(B) = D( B; ), 
The Proof of Lemma 0.1. Denote 
Fdt) = i (#*Cl, z(r + h)) - d*(t, z(t))) + d,(r, iy(r)) 
- (L’(t), z’(t)) V’ 
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By Lemma 2, d*( ., z( .)) E L’(O. T). From Lemma 2, (A.2) and the delini- 
tion for the subdifferential we see that (cf. the proof of Lemma 6), for a.e. 
I, I + h E 10, T[, 
o’(I),z(f+h)-z(r))v-~‘+~~,(.~, Y(S))dS I 
< d*(I + h, z(t + h)) - i*tc z(r)) 
a<y(l+h),z(r+h)-z(l)),-~‘+*~,(S,~(l+h))~~. I 
Thus j;-” IF,,(r)1 dr + 0, as h + 0 + , similar to the proof of Lemma 6. So, 
by Lemma 5, we obtain the desired result. 
The Proof of Lemma 0.2. By [6, p. 271, A(t) is maximal monotone; 
the boundedness of A(r) and B(t) and [S, p. 313 imply that D(A(t))= 
D(B(t)) = V, for each t E [0, T]. 
The Proof of Lemma 0.3. Let 1, SE [0, T], s < 1, and XE V. Define 
rl/(t,x)=f Ilxll:+a&t,x), then &b(t,.)=I+aA(r) and, by Lemma3, 
(I+ x,4(t))- = a$*(t, .). By [6, p. 131 $(t, .) is continuous in V, and thus 
(I+ WI(~))-’ is the Gateaux differential of $*(r, .), by [6, p. 241. Hence 
II(I+aA(t)) -‘z(S)-((I+aA(s))-‘z(s)lly 
G sup lim i g(2 Ilz(r)ll w 
IIJIIVS I c-0 E 
+ Ilvll w+ w Il~Yll v (t - .y) G M(r --sL (6) 
since Lemma 0.1 also holds for $, Ic/, = 4, which is locally Lipschitzian and 
since (I+ aA( ’ is contraction. Thus, (Z+aA( .)) ‘z( .)E H’(0, T; V), 
by z E H’(0, r; V) and by Lemma 4. 
The Proof of Lemma 0.4. Let (x,, yl)rz L*(O, T; V)’ such that 
(x1-Xx,Y,-Y) L+O Tvj 2 0, for each (x, y) E B, for which there is . . 
measurable set 
E,,.,,= 11~ CO, 7-11 (x,(t)--x(t), Y’(I)-yY))v<O}. 
From (B.l-B.2) and D(B(t))= V it follows that B”( .)z( .)E L*(O, T; V), for 
each ZE L*(O, F, V). Hence D(B) = L*(O, T; V). So we may set x = xl on 
I% Tl \ ~5. > without changing E,.,., whence it follows that the measure 
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of E,.,. is zero. Hence (x,(t)-x(r), y,(r)-y(t)),,>O, for each 
(x(f), y(f)) E B(t) a.e. on [0, r]. Thus B is maximal monotone. 
The maximal monotonicity of Bi and the statement on its domain can 
be proved similarly. 
The Proqf of Remark 1. Let t E [0, T], h E [0, T- r], (y, z) E 
H’(0, r; V)’ such that z E Ay, and define p( r, . ) = 4,( I, . ). By (A.2) and [ 3, 
p. 913, p(t, .) is continuous and its effective domain is W. There is 
I(s) = dp(s, .)(‘J([ + h) such that, for each SE [l, f  + h], Ilz’(s)ll,+,. d 
M( 1 + IIy(f + h)ll wz), by [3, p. 1051. The measurability of s -+ I(s) follows 
from Pettis’ theorem [ 12, p. 1311 and from the facts that 
- ;$ ; Ilkv(~+h)llZ,+p(s, t) 
(. 
, 
for each M’E V by [3, pp. 121, 711, and R(z’(.)) is in a compact and hence 
separable set in V*. 
We have A(t+h)y(f+h)cA(f)v(f+h)-S:+*Z(.T)ds. as we below 
prove. Thus, by (A.S), 
y(r+h)-y(r),- [‘+“?(s)ds) 
-I V 
+ally(~+h)-y(~)ll’,>a IIy(r+h)-.v(~)llf+ 
- IlAt+h)-.dt)llwhW1 + II.V(t+h)llw). 
whence it follows (A.4) as h -+ 0 + . 
Let x~A(f+h)y(f+h). From (A.2) and the definition for the sub- 
differential we see that .X + I: + ’ Z(S) ds E ,4(r) v(t) -v( r + h) if 
for each N’E V, which holds since i(s) E +(s, .) ~(1 + h). 
The Proof C$ Theorem 1. We consider a problem equivalent to ( 1) (2) 
u’(f)+v’(f)+w(f)+C(f)U(f)=f(f), for a.e. f  E 10, T[, (l’a) 
L:(f)EA(f)U(f), W’(f)C &4(f), for a.e. I E 10, T[, (l’b) 
u(0)+u(O)=u,+cO. (2’) 
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Let 1> 0 and consider an approximation to (1’~(2’), 
U;(t)+uj(t)+B~(t)u,(t)+C(r)u,(t)=f(r) a.e. on 10, T[, (7a) 
u,(t) E 4t)u,(t) a.e. on 10, T[, with Ub) 
UJO) + o;.(O) = uo + uo. (8) 
Here B,(t) is the Yosida approximation of B(t). We show that (7t(8) has 
a solution and then, by the limit i. +O+, that the problem (l’)-(2’) has a 
solution. 
LEMMA 1.1. There are ui, u,EH’(O, r; V) which satisfy Eqs. (7~(8). 
LEMMA 1.2. There is M > 0 which satisfies, for each i. E 10, 11, 
(a) Il”j.II L’(O 7‘. V) G M, 
(b) II~~AL:co:r:w+t 
Cc) llJi(‘)uA(‘)IIL1(O PV)G”* 
(d) IIB~~AI~~~o,~:~)QM, 
(e) ll~JllL~~O.rv,dM and 
(0 II OilI Lqo. T; V) G M9 
where Jj,(t) is the resoluent of B(t). 
COROLLARY 1.1. The sequences (u,), (Uj,), (u;), (ul), and (B,ul) haue 
subsequences (which we denote with the same notation) with limits 
u, u E H’(0, T; V) and w  E L*(O, T; V) such that, as 1+ 0 +, 
uj. * u* u; + u’, 0;. + d, B,ui -+ w  weakly in L2(0, T; V), (9) 
u,(t) -+ u(t) weakly in V, for each t E 10, T[, (10) 
ui(r) + u(r) in V untyormly on [0, T], (11) 
u,(r) -+ u(t) in W un$ormly on [0, T], (12) 
cu i, + cu weakly in L’(O, T; V). (13) 
COROLLARY 1.2. For a.e. t~]0, T[, u(t)~A(t)u(t) and w(t)~B(t)u(t). 
LA x E V and of t E [O, T]. From Eq. (7a) it follows that 
(u,~(t) + u,i(t)v X> Y + ~‘<B,(s)u;(s)v X> Y h 
+~‘(C(s)uj.(s)~x)~d~=~‘(f(s),X)~d~+<u~+u~,X)~, 
0 0 
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whence, by Corollary 1.1, 
which implies Eq. (l’a) and the initial condition (2’). 
The Prooj’ofLemma 1.1. LeltE[O,T]andxEV.j,(r)=(B,(f)+C(t)) 
(I+ A(t)) ‘: V+ V is Lipschitzian with constant l/i. + M, by [S, pp. 23, 
281 and by (C.2). By Lemma 0.4 and (C. 1 ), .?,(. )x is measurable. By (B. I), 
(C.2) and Lemma 0.3, it is integrable. By [S, p. IO], the equation 
l’X+jj.(f)?‘;(f)=f(r), for a.e. I E 10, T[ 
has a solution .r;, E H’(0, T; V) with y,(O) = u0 + c’“. Set p,, = (I+ A) ’ y;. 
and r; =J*; - u,,. By Lemma 0.3, u;, cj. E H’(0, T; V) with (7H8). 
The Proqf of Lemma 1.2. From Eq. (7a) one obtains 
<“L.t.l‘>l’= Il”>.ilfJ+ (#l.T u:>V+ (#;* Bj,“j,)L’+ (u> 3 cuj,)bt 
whence if follows, by (A.4) (B. I ), and (C.2) that 
Ib;.wllt~~ M(1 + Il~;u)ll:~+ IIJ‘wlltA for a.e. I E 10, T[. (14) 
Hence Ilu,(t)ll~=J~ 2(U,(S)v u>(s)),~ ds+ Ilu,llf~ d MI; ilu;(s)II~.ds + M, 
and, by Gronwall’s inequality [S, p. 1561, estimate (a) follows. Estimate (e) 
follows, by inequality (14), from estimate (a). By (A.3), we obtain (b) from 
(a). By (B.1) (a) implies estimate (d). Since J,(r) = I- i.B,(t), estimate (d) 
implies estimate (c). 
From Eq. (7a) we obtain 
from which we conclude estimate (f), by (e). (d). (C.2), and (a). 
The Proof of Corollary 1.1. By the reflexivity of L’(0, T; V) and 
Lemma 1.2, there is subsequences and limits U, u*, L:*, WE L’(0, T; V) such 
that, as E.-O+, 
uj, + u* u;, -+ u*, u;, + v* and B,u, -+ o weakly in L’(0, T, V). 
(15) 
Since the set IJ; R(Wu,( .)) is in a compact set and the family 
( cj.(. ) I j. E IO, 111 is equicontinuous, Ascoli’s theorem shows that there is 
a subsequence (vi) and u E C(0, T, V) satisfying the uniform limit (1 I ). 
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Let XECF(O, T; V). Then, by (15) and by (ll), as 1-O+, 
and 
<u*, X)L2(“.7.;v)+ (4.7 x)L2(“.7-:Y) 
= -<u?.v x’)L2(o*r.v)+ -<Kx’)L’J*;r:“)- 
Thus u* =u’ and t’* =u’ in L2(0, T; V) and so we obtain (9) and 
u, u E W1.2(0, T; V). Since v is continuous, t’ E H’(0, T, V). We introduced u 
as L2(0, F, V)-function: we may redefine it such that u E H’(0, T; V). 
By (a) and (e) and by Ascoli’s theorem there is li E C(0, T; W) and a sub- 
sequence (u;,) such that u,(r) + ti(?) uniformly in W on [0, T). Thus by (9) 
I d (ti(.~),x)~dr= lim I’ <uj.(s),x)wds=~~ (u(s), i*x)“d.y, i.-0+ 0 
for each x E W*, whence ti(f) = h(t), for each [0, T]. Hence we obtain the 
limit (12), which implies the limit (13) by (C.3). 
Let E >O, XE k’* and r E [0, T]. Since W* is dense in V*, there is 
x, E W* such that IIx - x,II ,,. <.s/(M+ Ilu(r v). Then, by (12), as i. +O+, 
where lim, _ o O(E) = 0. This gives the limit (lo), since E > 0 is arbitrary. 
The Proof of Corollary 1.2. From Lemma 1 it follows that (u(f), u(r)) E 
A(r), since lim,,,, (ui(t), uj.(t))YG (Nt), v(t))v, by (a) and by (10)-(11). 
Since Biui+ w and J~u;=u;-jLB,ui + u weakly in L*(O, T, V), as 
1+0+, and B,u,E BJ,w, by [S, p.283, it suffices, by Lemma 1, to show 
that 
‘jydsf (Biu1.9 JI.u>. )L~(o. T: V) 6 (~‘7 U)L~(O, c Y). 
Since 
< limsupi. )~Bj,u,~j2+limsup(f-u;,-vf-Cu,,u,-u) 
(9).(7cl) i -+ o+ i-o+ 
+limsup- (ui-u,Cu;) < - limsup (U>.+U:,U;-U>, 
i-o+ (9).(C.2).(12) i-o+ 
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by (9), (d), (9), (C.2), and (12) it suflices to show that 
lim inf (U>,+V>,, Uj,-U)L2,0.7’:L’,~O. (17) 
L-0-c 
Define $: [0, r] x V + [ - xj, x], +(I, x) = j llxllt, + &I, ix). Then 
&j(t, .‘) = I+ A(t). By integrating by parts, by Lemmas 6 and 2, we 
calculate that 
- 
I  
,' ("j.(r)+u,i(r), u~.(r))Ydf=$*(T~ Uj,(T)+L'j,(T)) 
- $*&I uo + h) + jar 4,(1, U,(f)) dr (18) 
and similarly 
(u’ + 0’3 u >1.2,0.7’: I’, 
=i*(T,u(T)+“(T))-9*(0,u”+C,,)+j’d,(f,U(r))d~. (19) 
0 
Since I,$*( T, .) is weakly lower semicontinuous and (lOb( 11) hold, 
Hence (18) and (19) imply that 
hm inf (U>.+O:, Uj,-U),.Z,n.~‘:,‘, 
;. -II+ 
2 lim inf j”),tt9 uj.(f))df- jr#,(t, U(f))dt30, (21) 
i-O+ 0 0 
since, by (A.2) and (a), we may apply the Lebesgue-Fatou lemma, and 
since #,(l, . ): W + R is lower semicontinuous. This establishes the 
inequality ( 17), and Theorem 1 is proved. 
The Proof qf Theorem 2. We consider a problem equivalent to (3 k(4) 
d(r)+ w(t)+C(l)u(t)=f(l), for a.e. f E 10, T[, (3’1) 
u(t)e A(f)U(f), w(t) E B(t)u(t), for a.e. f E 10, r[, (3’b) 
u(0) = I.+). (4’) 
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Choose u,eA(O)-’ uO, k~]0, l] and pose 
ku;(r)+u;(t)+w,(f)+C(r)U&(f)=f(I) a.e. on 10, T[, (22a) 
Uk(r)E N~)Uk(~), W&(l) E B(t)u,(r) a.e. on 10, r[, Wb) 
h&(O) + U&(O) = ku, + uo, (23) 
which has, by Theorem 1, a solution (uk, uk, wk) E H’(0, T; V)’ x 
L’(O, T; V). 
LEMMA 2.1. There is M > 0 such that, for each k E 10, 11, 
(a) IlukllL2(0.T;Y)~M1 
tb) k”’ lIukll~yo.r:v) 6 M, 
(c) II~kIlLq0.7.;V,~~~ 
td) IIW~kll~.2(o,r:w.,~~, 
(e) IWII L2(~.rtvy) G M and 
(0 II 4 II L2(0. r V) 6 hf. 
COROLLARY 2.1. There exist subsequences of (u,), (u,), and (wk ) and 
limits u, w E L’(O, T; V) and u E H’(0, r; V) such thar, as k + O+, 
uk + u, u; + u’, ku;+O and wk + w weakly in L’(O, T; V), (24) 
U& + u in L2(0, T, V), (25) 
uk(r) + Ott) weakly in V, for each t E [0, T], (26) 
u&(t) + dr) in W, for a.e. r E IO, T[, 
cu, + cu weak/yin L’(0, T; V). 
(27) 
(28) 
COROLLARY 2.2. For a.e. r~]0, T[, u(r)~A(z)u(r), and w(r)~B(t)u(r). 
Let XE V and TV [0, 7-j. From Eq. (22a) we obtain 
(kuktt). x)“+ (uk(t), x)v+ j; (wk(s)+ c(s)uk(s), X)Y~ 
= o’<f(~).x)yds+(krr,+v,,x),, I 
whence the limits (24), (26), and (28) and (b) imply that 
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(u(r), .>,.+I’ (w(s)+c(s)u(s),s),.ds 0 
= I ; (f(.~),x>Vds+(uo,.~)~, 
whence we conclude Eqs. (3’a) and (4’). 
The Proof of Lemma 2.1. From Eq. (22a) we obtain 
(ku;, u,c>c + (4, u,)v+ (w,, u,),,+ (CuI,, u,>,.= (.L u,>v, 
whence we calculate, by integrating over [0, r], by (B.3) and (C.2), that 
$k IIudt)llf~-- $k liu”llt.+ (uk(tL u,(r)), 
- (009 uo>v- 
+ I ; (a ~lu,(s)ll;~~ llu~b)ll2,- M- ~4 IIu,c(s)ll v IIu~(.~)ll w) h 
G 5 ; <fbL u&)) v ds. (29) 
By Lemma 6, (A.2), and the definition for the subdifferential, there follows 
i’ (uk(s)9 U&)) y ds = ,( ($ h Uk(S)) - h(S, UdS))) ds 
“0 
- I ; #,b, 4s)) ds. 
Thus (29) implies by (A.2) that 
k llu,Wll:+j’a Ilu,(#J.ek ll~,ll:+Wo~ UO>P 
0 
+ hf - &W-A uo) + ~4 j-’ Iluds)ll’, d.y, for each r E [0, T]. (30) 
0 
Since &O, uo) > - co, we obtain that, for each I E [0, 7’1, 
k Il~,(~)ll;+aj’ Iluk(s)lltd.6M [’ IlukWl12,ds+~. 
0 ‘0 
(31) 
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From Eq. (22a) it follows that 
CM, v/c),+ (4, vic)v+ (w/x, v,),+ (cu,, v/c)v= CL v,>., 
whence, by integrating over [0, r], by Lemma 6, (B.1) and (C.2), that 
Wc u,At)) - WO, uo) -k I,; i,(s +A.~)) h 
+ 5 Ilvkwll:- i Iboll: 
<; j; Ilv,(Nt~~++~2 j~ll~,(~)ll:~~+~. (32) 
From (A.2) we obtain, for each x E V and t E [0, T], 
4th x) = j; 4,k x) h + 4(0, x) a -w 1 + llxll L, + 4(0, x). (33) 
By Lemma 0.2, D(A(0)) = V and thus 0, USE D(@(O, .)). Set V* E CT&O, .)O, 
then by the definition for the subdifferential, by [6, p. 271, and by (A.3), 
4(0, %At))-4(09 012 (4(f), v*),a -M- Iluk(r)ll&, 
whence we get, by (33), 
since cc > #(O, .) > - co. Thus (32) implies, by (A.2) and by (31), that 
+M+k ‘M(1 + Iluk(s)llf&h I 0 
+ t llvoll:+; j’ Ilt’k(4IG~ 
0 
for each t E [0, T], whence, by Gronwall’s inequality, it follows that 
for each I E [0, T]. (34) 
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Let t’*(t)~A(t)O. for each (E [0, T]. Then, by (A.5) 
and thus, by (A.3) 
Ilc&)ll:,+ M, 
for each M, > 0. Hence the inequalities (31) and (34) imply that 
+ !lU,(T)llt-dTdS+ M, 
whence, by choosing M, = 2M, it follows that 
for each I E [0, TJ. (35) 
By Gronwall’s inequality, we obtain estimate (a). Estimate (b) follows from 
(a) by (31). Estimate (a) entails estimate (c), by (B.l). By (A.7) and (a), 
we obtain estimate (d). 
Equation (22a) implies 
k(4, I&),,+ ilu;lI:.+ (w,, u;)~+ (Cu,, c;),,= (.f; u;),, 
whence, by (A.4) we find, for each c > 0 and a.e. t E 10, T[, that 
l!u;Il;,dc llku;ll:+~ ilu,ll:+M+~ llu;Il2,- 
+ II w’kll C + II CM, Ii t. + Il.fll C. 
Equation (22a) implies also that 
k ll4llt, + (4, 4>v+ (Wk, d>Y+ (Cu,. d>.= (I; u;>., 
(36) 
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from which it follows that, for a.e. t E 10, T[, 
Il~~;~~~ll:~4~Il~;~~~ll:+ llw)ll: 
+ IIC(~h(~)llt + Ilf(r)ll:,. (37) 
By choosing E = A, we obtain estimate (f) from (36k(37), (a), (c), and 
(C.2). Estimate (e) follows from (37), by (f), (c), (a), and (C.2). 
The Proof of Corollary 2.1. Lemma 2.1 implies that there are sub- 
sequences and limits U, v*, u*, w  E L’(O, P, V) such that, as k + O+, 
uk + u, v; + v*, ku; + u* and wk + w  weakly in L2(0, F, V). 
(38) 
By Lemma 2.1 and [S, p. 581, {auk} is in a compact set of L2(0, T; V*). 
Thus there is a subsequence of (ok) with the limit (25). 
Let XECF(O, T; V). Then by (38) (25), and (b), as k-O+, 
(VT x’)L2(o,T;YJ+- (Vk, x’)L.qo.T;YJ= - (4, x)Lqo,T:YJ~ -<t’*, X)LJ(“.TiVJ 
and 
Thus v* = v’ and u* = 0 in L2(0, T; V) and so v E W1*2(0, T; If). We may 
redefine v to belong to H’(0, T; V). The limit (25) implies that for some 
subsequence of (ok) there is 1’ E 10, T[ such that v,(t’) -+ v(r’) [IO, p. 703. 
Hence the weak limit of (vi) gives the limit (26). Since uk + u weakly and 
ok -+ v in L2(0, T, V), then, by (a), 
1~m~~f(uk,vk)L2~O,T;V)~~i~~~p(~k,vk-~)+lim~~p(~k,~) 
k-O+ k-O+ 
With (A.7) and Lemma 0.3 it can be proved that A is maximal monotone, 
as in the proof of Lema 0.4 for B. Thus Lemma 1 implies that (u, v) E A. 
Then (A.5) implies, by (a) and (25), that 
1 
IIuk - uIItZ[O. T :  W) G - 
f 
7‘ (uk(t)-u(t), uk(t)-t‘(f))ydl+o, 
a 0 
as k-*0+. 
Thus there is a subsequence of (uk) which satisfies the pointwise limit (27) 
[lo, p. 701. Limit (28) follows from (27) and (C.4). 
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The Proof of Corollary 2.2. We already proved (u, t.) E A. It suflices to 
show that 
lim inf (rv,, u ) 2 k L co.r:v,G (w, U),.2(“.7..V, (4) k-O+ 
in order to obtain (u, w) E B, since we have Lemma 1. The inequality 
lim inf (ku; + c;, Uk > L’(0. 7‘: c, B ( c”, fJ > 1.30. 1. I , (41) k -1 n + 
implies (40), since 
lim inf( w’~, uk ) d (f,u)-liminf(ku;+c;,u,)-(Cu,u) 
(22a). (24). (C.2). (e). (27) 
6 (f-d+Cu,u) 
(411 
(24,y22a, lim(M'k9 u> ,;, (w u>. 
By integrating by parts, by Lemmas 6 and 2, we calculate that 
+ 4*(K t‘k(T)) - 4’(O,uo) + 1; $,(L uJt)) dt. (42) 
LEMMA 2.2. If x,, XEL’(O, T; W), n = 1, 2, . . . . (x,) is bounded in 
L2(0, T, W) and x,(r) -+ x(r) in W for a.e. r E 10, T[, rhen 
lim inf fl(,(r,x,(r))dr~fnr)l(r..T(r))dr. n-x 0 
Thus, by (42), (26), the weak lower semicontinuity of d*( T, .) and 
Lemma 0.1, we estimate that 
The Proof of Lemma 2.2. We apply (A.2), Egorov’s theorem [lo, 
p. 753, the Lebesgue-Fatou lemma, (A.6). Holder’s inequality, and the 
continuity of d,(r, . ). 
Theorem 2 is proved. 
The Proof qf Theorem 3. Theorem 2 says that the approximate 
problems 
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42(t) + w,(t) + C(t)u,(t) =f(l) a.e. on 10, r[, (43a) 
U,(t)EA(t)u”(t), wn(t)E 4tM~) a.e. on IO, T[, (43b) 
u,(O) = t’” (44) 
have solutions (u,, Us, w,) E H’(0, r; V) x L2(0, T; V)‘, for each n = I, 2, . . . . 
LEMMA 3.1. Independently of n, the following estimates are valid: 
(a) I14J11.2~o.r~v)~ M, 
(b) I1w,ll~z(o.~:,~)~ M, 
(cl IIRl:“ll LZ(0.T. W.) G M, 
(d) llc~“llL~~o.T:YI~ MY 
(e) Ilo~llL2~0.7.;V)~Mand, 
(f) llcnll v+ Id*(o, c”)l d M. 
COROLLARY 3.1. There exist subsequences and limits u, w  E L’(0, T; V) 
and u E H’(0, T; V) such that, as n + CC, 
u, -+ 4 c:, + d, and w, + w  weakly in L’(O, T; V), (45) 
0, + t’ in L’(O. T; V), (46) 
On(~) + o(t) weakly in V, for each I E 30, T[, (47) 
u,(t) + 40 in W, for a.e. t E 10, T[, (48) 
cu, -+ cu weakly in L’(O, T, V). (49) 
COROLLARY 3.2. t’(t)~A(t)u(t) and w(r)u(t),for a.e. r~]0, T[. 
Let .X E V and I E [0, T]. Equation (43-(44) gives, by integrating, that 
= (IT”, x),/+ 
J 
; (f(s),x).ds. 
Thus the limits (45), (47), and (49) imply that 
<v(t),x)y+l( o+w,x)vd~+lo( <C(sMs),x>vds 
0 
= (COT x),+ J ; <f(s), x),ds, 
since u” + v. weakly (V is reflexive). Hence (3’a) and (4’) hold. 
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The Proof oJ‘ Lemma 3.1. The estimate (f) follows from the bounded- 
ness of a weakly converging sequence. From Eq. (43a) it follows that 
(C(r), 4A~))v+ (w,(t)9 4At))c.+ (c(~)41tf), %(f)),~ 
= u-(t). 4(t)) ,‘. 
From Lemma 0.1, (B.3) (C.2) A(r) ’ = &j*(r, .), and (A.2) we obtain that 
+ i ,’ (C(.s)u,(s), u,(.s)) ,‘ds 
Since d*tr, u,,)> (O,u,>-qWr,O)>, -I~:,~,(.~,O)d~+~(O,O)I~ -M, by 
(A.2) and since (f) holds, 
.-l 
J n Il~,(r)ll;~~~~~~ Ilu,Wllfvd~+M 
for each I E [0, T]. (51) 
Equation (43a) gives that 
(ul(O, u,,(t))c’+ (M’,(r), u,(t))v+ (C(~)U,,(~), t’,,(t)),, 
= <.f(~h u,(t)) Y1 
whence, by integrating, by (B.1) and (C.2) we obtain that 
4 IIu,,(r)ll:-; lWll:~<~’ Ilv,,Wll:ds+ M [’ Ilu,,(s)ll:ds+ M, 
ll “0 
for each f E [0, T], whence, by (f) and Gronwall’s inequality, it follows that 
Ib,Wll~~~~ I ; Ilu,(4ll:d~+M 
for each I E [0, r]. (52) 
Estimates (52) and (51) imply estimate (a), as (31) and (34) implied (a) in 
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the proof of Lemma 2.1. Estimate (a) implies estimates (b), (c), and (d), by 
(B.l), (A.7) and (C.2). Equation (43a) gives that 
livXl)llt+ (w,(~h U~))Y+ (C(~)u,(t), U~))V= (f(t), U~))V, 
whence we get the estimate (e), by (b) and (d). 
The Proof of Corollary 3.1. This is the same as the proof of 
Corollary 2.1, if the k’s are changed to n’s and the ku;‘s are dropped away. 
The Proof of Corollary 3.2. We already proved that (u, t’) E A. If it were 
lim inf (a,, vi,) L%O.7.;Y)~ (u, v’)Lqo.T;Y), (53) n - 3c 
it would be, (43a), (45) (d), (48) and (49) 
lim inf (4, ~,)1~2~0.T~Y~~ lim (u, -vL- Cu,+f )L2,0.T;vj 
“-CC “-IL 
= (UT W)L2(“.r;c’)Y 
whence, by Lemma 1, w  E Bu. By Lemma 0.1, 
(U”, v:,)L’(o.T:v,= 4*(Tv u,(T)) - #*@I v”) + [;(,(t, u,(t)) dt 
and 
since u(r)~d#*(l, .)r(r), for a.e. I E 10, T[ and, by (44) and by (47), 
v(0) = ro. From Lemma 2.2, (A.2), and (48) it follows that 
11,“-~fj”T4,“, u,(r)) df 2jT o 4,(b u(l)) d(. 
Since d*( T, .) is weakly lower semicontinuous and (47) holds, we have 
lim inf #*( T, v,(T)) 2 q5*( T, v(T)). 
n-z 
Thus, from the assumption lim, _ 3c 4*(0, v”) = #*(O, oo), we conclude (53). 
Theorem 3 is proved. 
The Proof of Theorem 4. Assume (v.1). We have (v”) such that 
v” E a&O, .)iV and v” + fro weakly in W*. By Mazur’s lemma [6, p. 63 and 
by the convexity of R(&(O)), there is convex combinations V”E R(d(0)) of 
the P’s such that v” + v’, in W*. The existence of (v”) directly follows from 
(v.2). 
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By (A.5), for #E&&O,.) ‘u” and c*~&#(O,.)o, 
u/~U~-oO(~~~(U”-O,Un-u*)C.~~;~~~~W(I~~~~~~*+~~C*I~~.). 
Thus there is a subsequence (u,) which converges weakly in W to U,,E W. 
Since d*(O, II”) + d(O, u”) = (u”, t:“) V and $(O, .) and #*(O, .) are weakly 
lower semicontinuous, 
limsup~*(O,o”)Qsup((u,~,)~-~(O,u)) 
,I . 7 UF L’ 
= lim sup #*(O, t”‘), 
n .X 
by the continuities of ( ., u) ,+, and &O, .), since V is dense in W. Thus 
Theorem 3 says that the required solution exists. 
5. REMARKS 
The method of our proofs needs the boundedness assumptions (A.3) 
(B.l), (A.7), and (C.2). The existence of the solution might be shown 
without them by assuming g(t) to be a subdifferential, as it is done at the 
case where .d and .% do not depend on time [2]. Without (AS) and with 
(B.3) there is not generally a solution: set W= V= R, .ti = 0 E %‘, 
a(t)x = sign(x), and 7~ 2. 
6. AN EXAMPLE 
Let M, T, a > 0. We consider the following problem, for a.e. 
(.Cf)E[O, 1lx~O,~l, 
~(x.r~-~(x.l)+.l(f,u(I,I))+~(~)~(x,r)=g(.Y,f), (54) 
u(x, 1) E all/(& .)u(x, I), U’(.Y, r)Ea(l&. I), (55) 
w(0, 1) = wq 1, 1) = 0, (56) 
u(x, 0) = d,(x), (57) 
with gEL’([O, l] x [0, T]), L:,EL’(O, I), ~:EL~(O, T), and with the 
following assumptions on II/, fl and 7, for each IE [0, 7J: 
(1) $(f, .): R + R is convex and continuous. 
(2) The subdifferential of $( I, . ) is strongly monotone and aftinely 
bounded, uniformly with respect to t. 
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(3) $( ., v) E H’(0, T), $,(t, .): R + R is concave, and I$,(r, y) - 
~,(1,z)l~M(l+Ixl+lyl)ly-zJ,foreachy,z~R. 
(4) /I(l) c R x R is maximal monotone and aflinely bounded, 
uniformly with respect to t. 
(5) If z~/?(l)y, then yz>ay*-M. 
(6) For each z E R, t + /I(l)‘z is continuous. 
(7) For each y E R, t + ~(1, y) belongs to L’(O, T). 
(8) For each x, YE R, Mr, x) - y(r, y)l 6 M IY - 4. 
Set V= H’(0, I), W= L’(O, l), and i: V+ W to be the canonical 
injection. Define, for each YE W and r E [0, r], 
#(h Y)= j’ df(f, Y(x)) dx. 
0 
By [3, p. 1193, #(I, .): W + R is lower semicontinuous, proper, convex, and 
4x9 t)Ew(l, .)4x, r), f0ra.e. xc[O, 1]0u(.,t)~a~(l,.)iu(.,1), 
for each t E [0, 7’1. Dehne, for each y, z E V and r E [0, T], 
(Y, %(~)Z)Y= j’ y(x)(Y(t, z(x)) -y(t, 0) +a(r)z’(x)) dx, 
0 
<~d’))v=j; y(x)(g(x, f)-yY(kO))dx, 
(Y, co),,= j’ y(x)ao(x) dx 
and B(t)c Vx Y* by ~E.c#(I)z, if there is GE Wsuch that +(x)E~~(~)z’(x) 
a.e. in [0, l] and 
<4.+.&=j~ f(X)@(X)& 
By integrating by parts and by the boundary condition we reduce the 
problem (54~(57) to the form of the general equation (3)-(4). It is 
straightforward to check the assumptions of Theorem 4; a(t) is maximal, 
since by [6, p. 271, a(r) turns out to be the subdifferential of 
fi( 0’s ds dx. 
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